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Position title Associate Director, Housing 

Location Sydney or Melbourne 
Reports to Chief Investment Officer 
Employment type Full or part time considered 

 
CIM overview  

Conscious Investment Management (CIM) is a leading impact investment fund manager. We 
design, structure and make investments into assets that address some of the largest global 
challenges relating to environment and climate, health and education, and sustainable 
development.  

CIM has around $250m under management from a range of investors including high net worth, 
charitable foundations and institutional investors, and is growing quickly. We have invested 
capital in a range of sectors – from housing (specialist disability/social/affordable), to 
renewables, and social impact bonds.  Within the Specialist Disability Accommodation sector, 
CIM manages one of the larger Australian portfolios of assets, and are looking to grow this to 
have the largest impact we can. 
 
Position overview  

The Associate Director, Housing role will be responsible for leading the investment strategy of 
CIM into new housing investments, initially focused on Specialist Disability Accommodation.  
The role will see you work closely with our not-for-profit SDA Provider partners to manage 
our existing SDA portfolio, while meeting new partners and identifying new assets to invest 
into and expand.   

You will join a small team of investment professionals, who are highly values aligned and 
focused on growing the impact investment market. The role requires someone who is flexible 
and able to work in unstructured environments, and who values authenticity when connecting 
with stakeholders. 
 
Position responsibilities  

The key responsibilities of this position include, but are not limited to: 
- Actively lead property investment transactions; 
- Lead ongoing monitoring, analysis, and reporting of investments and the aggregate 

portfolio; 
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- Meet and develop investment opportunities alongside not-for-profit and for-profit 
counterparties; 

- Performing quantitative and qualitative analysis on property investment opportunities; 
- Negotiate deal terms with various parties including for-profit and not-for-profit 

partners, developers, builders and government;  
- Prepare and present investment recommendations to the investment committee; 
- Lead new investment and fund structuring by liaising with various advisors, including 

lawyers and tax advisors; and 
- Contribute to fund-raising efforts including both debt and equity. 

 
Position requirements  

To effectively perform this role, the person will require the following: 
- A demonstrated commitment to impact investing, addressing climate change, or social 

justice 
- Top level academic background – a relevant tertiary qualification in Property, 

Commerce, Economics or similar 
- Demonstrable track record of working on real estate investment transactions 
- Exceptional relationship management and negotiations skills 
- Strong technical property investment knowledge 
- High level proficiency with financial modelling and Microsoft office  
- Superior written and verbal communication skills. Ability to articulate thoughts in a 

clear and concise manner in written correspondence, presentations and meetings 
- Applicants must have full working rights in place for Australia to be considered for this 

opportunity 
 
How to apply 

If you are excited about this opportunity, submit a one-page cover letter and resume (max 2 
pages) to hr@consciousinvest.com.au. Please reference ‘Associate Director, Housing’ in the 
subject line. 
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